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Abstract. We present the first framework for detecting, localizing and classify-
ing visual traits of object classes, e.g.gender or age of human faces, from arbi-
trary viewpoints. We embed all three tasks in a viewpoint-invariant model derived
from local scale-invariant features (e.g. SIFT), where features are probabilisti-
cally quantified in terms of their occurrence, appearance, geometry and relation-
ship to visual traits of interest. An appearance model is first learned for the object
class, after which a Bayesian classifier is trained to identify the model features in-
dicative of visual traits. The advantage of our framework is that it can be applied
and evaluated in realistic scenarios, unlike other trait classification techniques that
assume data that is single-viewpoint, pre-aligned and cropped from background
distraction. Experimentation on the standard color FERET database shows our
approach can automatically identify the visual cues in face images linked to the
trait of gender. Combined detection, localization and gender classification error
rates are a) 15% over a 180-degree range of face viewpoint and b) 13% in frontal
faces, lower than other reported results.

1 Introduction

Practical visual processing applications must be able to robustly detect instances of
object classes of interest in arbitrary, cluttered images, and make inferences regarding
their visual traits. For example, consider an intelligent vision system that must identify
all males in a crowded scene, as illustrated in Figure 1. Image features arising from hu-
man face instances must first be detected and localized in the midst of unrelated clutter
and viewpoint change, after which they can be used to determine traits such as gender
for each person detected. Although the tasks of detection, localization and classifica-
tion are all inextricably linked in such realistic visual processing scenarios, they are
typically treated in isolation in the current vision literature. For example, approaches to
classifying facial traits such as gender typically assume frontal face data which has been
precisely pre-aligned and cropped from distracting background clutter prior to classi-
fication [2,25,14,17,9]. As a result, it remains questionable whether such approaches
can be applied in conjunction with automatic detection strategies in arbitrary, cluttered
scenes where automatic face localization is non-trivial. Likewise, it is unclear whether
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Fig. 1. Illustrating the output of our general framework for detection, localization and trait classi-
fication from arbitrary viewpoints. All three tasks are embedded in a viewpoint-invariant model
derived from scale-invariant image features. Here, face instances (white arrows above) are first
detected and localized from scale-invariant features (white circles) extracted in a cluttered scene.
Features associated with each face instance are then used in a Bayesian classifier to determine
face gender (lower insets). The image shown is from the CMU face database [5], and the proba-
bilistic framework used is learned from 500 FERET [1] face images taken at arbitrary viewpoints.

recent general object class detection strategies [8,7,19,6,4,21] can be extended in order
to learn and classify abstract visual traits such as gender from arbitrary viewpoints.

Our contribution in this paper is a general, integrated framework for detecting, lo-
calizing and classifying visual traits of object classes from arbitrary viewpoints. Our
approach is the first to propose learning visual traits from arbitrary viewpoints, and
the first to embed all three tasks in a general appearance model based on local scale-
invariant features (e.g. SIFT), where features are probabilistically quantified in terms
of their occurrence, appearance and geometry within a common reference frame. Our
approach involves first learning a set of model features related to the object class of
interest, after which the same features are used to train a Bayesian classifier for visual
traits. Classifier training involves estimating the likelihood ratio of feature occurrence
given trait presence vs. absence, the underlying premise being that informative features
are more likely than not to co-occur with the trait of interest. The resulting framework
can be used to detect and localize and classify the traits of object class instances in the
presence of viewpoint change, geometrical deformations such as translation, orientation
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and scale changes, linear illumination changes, partial occlusion and multi-model intra-
class variation (e.g. faces with/without sunglasses).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we review related
work in general object class detection and visual trait classification. In Section 3 we
describe our approach to trait learning and classification based on probabilistic model-
ing of scale-invariant image features. Although our approach generalizes to a variety of
object classes and visual traits, we experiment on the class of faces and the trait of gen-
der in Section 4 using the standard color FERET database. We provide a quantitative
performance evaluation for combined detection, localization and gender classification
of faces images in both arbitrary and frontal viewpoint contexts, and show how our ap-
proach can identify visual cues of gender in face images over a range of viewpoint. A
discussion follows in Section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Object Class Detection

The general detection task requires identifying and localizing instances of an object
class, e.g. cars or faces, in images. General object class detection requires effectively
dealing with a wide range of appearance variation due to viewpoint change, geometrical
deformations such as translation, orientation and scale changes, illumination changes,
partial pattern occlusion and multi-modal intra-class variation (i.e. faces with/without
sunglasses). Such variation can only be realistically overcome by learning a model from
a set of natural training images. Early approaches advocated learning models of global
features, i.e. eigenfaces [22], but proved to be inefficient for detection over geomet-
rical deformations and poorly suited for coping with local appearance variation and
occlusion. To overcome these difficulties, researchers have increasingly turned to local
image feature representations. Scale-invariant features [15,3,16,13] for instance can be
robustly and efficiently extracted from scale-space pyramids in the presence of trans-
lation, orientation and scale geometrical deformations and illumination changes. As
features are local, they can be used to determine correspondence between different im-
ages in the presence of partial occlusion. Geometrical information from the extraction
process including feature location, orientation and scale can be used to generate inde-
pendent hypotheses as to the geometrical transform relating different images, without
requiring an expensive explicit search over transform parameters.

While scale-invariant feature correspondences cannot generally be established di-
rectly between different instances of the same object class due to intra-class variability,
research has shown that learned probabilistic models of features can be used to reli-
ably detect object class instances in arbitrary, cluttered images [8,7,19,6,4,21]. Such
models describe the appearance of an object class in terms of a set of local features,
including their appearances, occurrences and their geometries (i.e. image location, ori-
entation and scale). Models generally vary in terms of the assumptions made regard-
ing inter-feature geometrical dependencies, e.g. geometry independent models [7,19],
naive Bayes dependencies [21,8], Markov dependencies [4], fully-dependent [24], and
intermediate approaches [6]. Although geometrical dependence assumptions vary, most
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models make the assumption of conditional independence of individual feature appear-
ances/occurrences given feature geometry and object class.

Most approaches to invariant feature modeling are based on stable 2D feature config-
urations in the image plane, and are thus single-viewpoint in nature [8]. Multi-view [20]
and viewpoint-invariant [21] representations have emerged to address object class
detection and localization from arbitrary viewpoints. Modeling 3D object class appear-
ance over viewpoint change is considerably more challenging than from single view-
points, as correspondences must be established between different views in addition to
different object class instances, and learning techniques typically employ a degree of
external supervision. The multi-view modeling approach [20] requires a viewsphere
sampled at regular angular intervals, for each of set of different object class instances.
Such an approach is not well suited to learning from natural images taken from arbi-
trary viewpoints around arbitrary 3D object class instances, however. The viewpoint-
invariant approach [21] relates features in different images via an object class invariant
(OCI), a geometrical reference frame that is uniquely defined for each object class in-
stance and invariant to projective image transform arising from viewpoint change. As
the variable of viewpoint is effectively marginalized from the formulation, a viewpoint-
invariant model can be learned from natural imagery taken from arbitrary viewpoints
from labeled images.

2.2 Visual Trait Classification: Gender from Faces

Visual traits are abstract qualities of an object class identifiable from images, such as
the make or model of cars, the age or gender of faces, etc. They represent a mech-
anism by which members of the same object class can be described or subdivided.
Due to the ubiquitous nature of face image analysis, one of the most common visual
trait classification tasks is that of determining gender from face images, and the wide
range of published approaches highlights the state-of-the-art in general trait classifica-
tion. Trait learning has been tackled from spatially global feature representations such
as templates[14,9], principle components [17] or independent components [10]. Other
more recent approaches used pixels as features [2] or Haar wavelets [25,18]. Machine
learning techniques such as neural networks [9], support vector machines (SVMs) [17]
and boosted classifiers [2] have been brought to bear. In the interest of comparison, most
approaches train and test on the standard FERET face database [1] containing accurate
labels for visual traits such as gender, age and ethnicity.

To date, all published approaches to trait classification are based exclusively on sin-
gle viewpoints, i.e. frontal faces [2,25,10,17,9]. With the exception of [18], most ap-
proaches assume that, prior to classification, faces are precisely localized and back-
ground distraction such as hair and clothing is cropped away. For example, localization
is performed by manually specifying eye locations [2] or using special-purpose frontal
face alignment software [25,17], and pre-defined facial masks are subsequently applied
to remove background clutter. As a result, classification error rates of 4% to 10% repre-
sent artificially low, ideal-case results, and offer little insight as to classification perfor-
mance in a general vision system where object class localization is non-trivial. Indeed,
a recent work evaluating the effect of artificial localization perturbations on classifi-
cation accuracy showed that accuracy drops off rapidly with even small independent
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perturbations in scale and orientation (i.e. 5 degrees) [2]. An additional fact worth not-
ing is that several published works reporting low error rates use different images of
the same person in both classifier training and testing [25,17]. As facial features aris-
ing from different frontal images of the same person are highly correlated, one cannot
know whether the low classification error reported reflects the ability of the classifier to
generalize to new, unseen faces or simply classification-by-recognition.

2.3 Combined Detection, Localization and Trait Classification

To date only a single approach has proposed combined detection, localization and clas-
sification within an integrated framework suitable for general object classes [18], using
boosted classifiers of Haar wavelet features [23] for all tasks. The approach is single-
viewpoint (frontal faces) and not invariant to orientation, and the reported error rate of
21% reflects the increased difficulty of the combined task. This result is based a pro-
prietary database, however, where faces with ambiguous gender are manually removed,
as are faces whose in-plane orientation is greater than 30 degrees, and as such a di-
rect comparison cannot be made. The general scale-invariant feature-based approach
to modeling object classes offers an attractive alternative for combined detection, lo-
calization and classification, as it can provide invariance to viewpoint change, in ad-
dition to in addition to translation, orientation and scale changes. To date, the general
scale-invariant feature-based modeling approach has not been investigated for visual
trait classification, and classifying visual traits such as gender from faces from arbitrary
viewpoints has not been addressed.

3 Classifying Visual Traits from Local Features

In realistic scenarios, visual trait classification is inseparable from detection and local-
ization: features must first be detected and localized before they can be classified. We
propose embedding all three tasks within a general appearance model derived from lo-
cal scale-invariant features, which can be used to detect, localize and classify traits of
object classes in natural imagery captured from arbitrary viewpoints. A model describ-
ing object class appearance is first learned, after which a Bayesian trait classifier is then
trained from features in the model.

3.1 Viewpoint-Invariant Appearance Modeling

To effectively capture the subtleties of visual traits, we require a model that can be 1)
effectively learned from arbitrary viewpoints 2) used to detect and localize individual
object class instances in arbitrary viewpoints and 3) provide a rich, multi-modal de-
scription of object class appearance on which trait classification can be based. We thus
avoid geometry-free models which are generally less suitable for localizing object class
instances [7,19] and models consisting of relatively few features (e.g.10) [8] which
may not provide a sufficiently rich image description for visual traits. While our trait
classification approach is generally applicable to single-viewpoint models consisting of
many features (e.g.100+) [4], effectively learning and classifying visual traits requires
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Fig. 2. Illustrating the viewpoint-invariant OCI model relating scale-invariant features (white cir-
cles) to an OCI (solid white arrows). The OCI, defined here a line segment from the base of the
nose to the forehead, represents a viewpoint-invariant mechanism for grouping scale-invariant
image features in images taken from arbitrary viewpoints. A probabilistic model (left) is learned
from manually labeled OCIs in training images taken at arbitrary viewpoints. Model instances
can then be robustly detected and localized in a new image (right) taken at an arbitrary viewpoint,
based on detected model features (dashed black lines) that agree on an OCI (dashed white arrow).
Note that OCI shown here 1) exploits the symmetry of faces allowing mirror feature correspon-
dence and 2) is not designed for overhead/underhead views.

addressing the issue of viewpoint change. To do this, we adopt the viewpoint-invariant
OCI model [21]. The model relates scale-invariant features to an OCI, an abstract 3D
geometrical structure that is uniquely defined with respect to each 3D object class in-
stance and invariant to projective transform arising from viewpoint change, as illustrated
in Figure 2. The probabilistic model formulation adopts the assumption of conditional
independence of feature geometries and appearances/occurrences, and the naive Bayes
assumption of conditional independence of individual features i, given the OCI o. Un-
der these assumptions, the posterior probability of o given feature geometry G : {gi},
appearance A : {ai} and occurrence F : {fi} data can be expressed as:

p(o|G, A, F ) ∝ p(o)p(G|o)p(A, F |o),

∝ p(o)
∏

i

p(gi|o)p(ai|fi)p(fi|o), (1)

where distributions p(gi|o), p(ai|fi) and p(fi|o) over individual feature geometries,
appearances and occurrences are learned from a set of training data containing features
and labeled OCIs. Novel object class instances can be detected and localized in new
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images by maximizing the posterior probability in equation (1) with respect to o based
on detected model features.

3.2 Visual Trait Classification

Once a viewpoint invariant model has been learned for a given object class, we seek to
identify model features indicative of visual traits using the co-occurrence statistics of
individual features with the trait of interest. To do this, we consider the random event
fi = 1 signifying the occurrence of model feature i, and we expand the random event
of object class occurrence o = 1 into a discrete random variable c : {c1, . . . , cK} over
K trait values of interest, e.g.gender : {female, male}. A Bayesian classifier γ(c)
can then be used to express the most probable trait classification given a set of model
feature occurrences {fi}:

γ(cj) =
p(cj |{fi})
p(c̄j |{fi})

=
p(cj)
p(c̄j)

∏

i

p(fi|cj)
p(fi|c̄j)

. (2)

where p(cj)
p(c̄j)

is the prior ratio of trait value presence cj vs. absence c̄j (e.g. male vs.

not male or female), and p(fi|cj)
p(fi|c̄j)

expresses the likelihood ratio of trait value presence
cj vs. absence c̄j coinciding with feature observation fi. Features that are important to
classification or highly informative with regard to trait value cj will have high likeli-
hood ratios. The focus of our approach is to use these likelihood ratios to quantify the
association of model features with visual traits, as illustrated in Figure 3.

In order to estimate the likelihood parameters, we use a supervised learning process,
based on observed model feature occurrences fi and trait labels cj for each training
image. Discrete class-conditional likelihoods p(fi|cj) can be represented as binomial
distributions, parameterized by event counts [12]. During training, p(fi|cj) is estimated
from p(cj) and p(fi, cj), the probability of observed joint events (fi, cj), using the
definition of conditional probability:

p(fi|cj) =
p(fi, cj)
p(cj)

. (3)

The most straightforward manner of estimating p(fi, cj) is via ML (maximum likeli-
hood) estimation, by counting the joint events (fi, cj) and normalizing with respect to
their sum. ML estimation is known to be unstable in the presence of sparse data, leading
to noisy or undefined parameter estimates. This is particularly true in models consisting
of many local features, where feature occurrences are typically rare events. Bayesian
MAP (maximum a posteriori) estimation can be used to cope with data sparsity, and
involves regularizing estimates using a Dirichlet hyperparameter distribution [12]. In
practice, Dirichlet regularization involves pre-populating event count parameters with
samples following a prior distribution embodying assumptions regarding the expected
sample distribution. Where no relevant prior knowledge exists, a uniform or maximum
entropy prior can be used [11]. Although both ML and MAP estimates converge as the
number of data samples increases, MAP estimation using a uniform prior will tend to-
wards conservative parameter estimates while the number of data samples is low. The
final estimator we use becomes:
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p(fi|cj) ∝ ki,j

p(cj)
+ di,j , (4)

where ki,j is the frequency of the joint occurrence event (fi, cj), p(cj) is the frequency
of trait value cj in the training data and di,j is the Dirichlet regularization parameter
used to populate event counts. In the case of a uniform prior, di,j is constant for all
i, j. The proportionality constant for the likelihood in equation (4) can be obtained by
normalizing over values of fi, but is not required for likelihood ratios.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Illustrating classification of the visual trait of gender from local features (white circles).
A given face instance consists of a set of local features, a subset of which are reflective of either
gender, and it is their ensemble which determines the final decision. To illustrate, we describe a
feature as strongly male or female if its likelihood ratio of co-occurring with the indicated gender
in training images is greater than 2:1. Of the 63 model features detected in image (a), 15 are
strongly male and 1 is strongly female, suggesting a male face. Of the 31 features detected in
image (b), 7 are strongly female and 1 is strongly male, suggesting a female face. Many features,
although very common in the class of face images, are uninformative regarding gender.

4 Experimentation

For the purpose of experimentation, we consider the combined task of detection, local-
ization and gender classification of faces from arbitrary viewpoints. To compare with
the results in the literature, we also provide results for a model trained from frontal
faces only. Experimentation is based on the standard, publicly available color FERET
face image database [1] for both training and testing. The FERET database consists
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of images of 994 unique subjects of various ethnicity, age, gender, taken from various
viewpoints, illumination conditions, with/without glasses, etc. We process images at a
resolution of 256x384 pixels and no subjects are duplicated in either testing or training
data, in order to evaluate the generality of our approach.

Learning proceeds as follows: an initial local feature-based model is trained on
randomly-selected subsets of face images using the supervised OCI technique, and the
remaining images are used for testing. Model learning requires approximate labeling of
an OCI in the form of a line segment from the base of the nose to the forehead as in
Section 3.1, and automatically extracting scale-invariant features in each training im-
ages. Although a variety of different scale-invariant features can be used, we use the
SIFT (scale-invariant feature transform) technique [15] for feature detection and ap-
pearance description based on robust implementation made public by the author. Once
the model has been learned, model feature occurrences identified in the training set
along with FERET gender labels are used to estimate likelihood ratios of the Bayesian
trait classifier as described in Section 3. In estimating likelihood ratios via equation (4),
we used a Dirichlet regularization parameter of di,j = 2 which maximizes training set
classification performance.

Once the framework has been learned, combined detection, localization and classi-
fication proceed on the remainder of FERET faces not used in training. Scale-invariant
features are first extracted in all testing images, after which detection and localization
are performed by determining the most probable OCI instance in each of the testing im-
ages based on extracted image features. Model features contributing the OCI instance
are then used to determine gender using the Bayesian classifier in equation (2), using a
prior trait ratio of p(cj)

p(c̄j)
= 1. Note that the FERET database does not necessarily repre-

sent the most challenging test for model detection, as most faces are clearly visible, but
it does allow evaluating whether or not facial features can be automatically localized
with sufficient accuracy for subsequent trait classification. Qualitative experimentation
was performed on cluttered imagery from the CMU profile database [5], as illustrated
in Figure 1), demonstrating the viability of the system in difficult detection/localization
contexts. Performance is generally better for higher resolution faces, where the number
of SIFT features extracted is sufficient for reliable detection and classification. Classifi-
cation appears correct in most cases, although ground truth gender labels are unavailable
and difficult to determine in many cases.

4.1 Locating, Detecting and Classifying from Arbitrary Viewpoints

In order to investigate the trait of gender from arbitrary viewpoints, a database of all 994
unique FERET subjects was selected, where each subject image is chosen at random
from a 180 degree viewpoint range (i.e. from left to right profile images). Figure 4
illustrates the viewpoint distribution in the dataset. We trained on two randomly selected
subsets of 331 and 497 images (1/3 and 1/2 of the data), and performed combined
detection, localization and gender classification on the remaining images.

Table 1 summarizes the results obtained, where our approach achieves an error rate
of 15% based on 497 training images. Misclassification rates were 12% and 17% for
males and females, respectively, examples can be seen in Figure 5. The detection and
localization error rate prior to classification was 3.6%, where the discrepancy between
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Fig. 4. A histogram illustrating the viewpoint distribution for the 994 unique FERET subject
images used in experimentation

Table 1. Error rates for localization, and combined detection, localization and classification over
viewpoint. Our Bayesian classifier obtains an error rate of 15% when trained on 497 of 994
images. Localization error rates are based on discrepancy threshold between localized and manual
labeled OCIs in testing images.

Database Loc. Error Combined Error

FERET (497 training) 3.6% 15%
FERET (331 training) 4.5% 19%

the localized and labeled OCIs was greater than a threshold in scale, orientation and
location of log(1.5), 20 degrees and OCI scale/2 pixels, respectively. It is possible that
increasing the training data size by several hundred more images would further reduce
the error rate by several percentage points.

4.2 Identifying Visual Cues of Gender

As humans, we are all capable of determining visual traits such as face gender of a face
image with reasonable certainty. What is more difficult is to identify the visual cues
that are operative in making the determination - most faces contain a variety of cues
that could be construed as either male or female, and it is their ensemble which deter-
mines the final decision. The local feature-based approach provides insight in terms of
what local image cues are most important in determining visual traits, insight which
is not possible from other representations, e.g. global features or templates. By sorting
features according to their likelihood ratios, the image regions most telling regarding
the trait of gender can be visualized as in Figure 6. In a viewpoint invariant model, ear
features are more indicative of males, as they are less visible due to generally longer
female hair. Several features around the mouth are indicative of males, indicative of
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 5. Illustrating several misclassification examples. Images (a)-(c) are misclassified as male,
while (d)-(f) are misclassified as female. Misclassification can occur due to faces containing a
disproportionately high number of features indicative of the opposite sex, e.g. (a)-(e), or a lack of
gender-informative features e.g. (f).

beards or facial stubble. Females are distinguished by features arising from hairlines,
eyes (possible from makeup) and lips. In contrast, certain model features arising from
nostrils or cheeks, although very common in the class of face images, were generally
less informative regarding gender. Note that although the male:female ratio in training
data was close to 1:1, approximately twice as many gender-related features were identi-
fied for males as for females, suggesting a greater number of visual cues characteristic
of the male gender.

4.3 Locating, Detecting and Classifying from Frontal Views

In order to compare our general approach results in the literature, we also trained and
tested on a restricted set of frontal faces. We used the 925 standard FERET frontal im-
ages labeled ”* fa.*”, models were trained from randomly selected subsets of 100 and
200 images. Table 2 for the combined task of detection, localization and classification,
error rates for classification only (i.e. faces pre-aligned and cropped prior to classifica-
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Table 2. Published error rates for combined detection, localization and classification for frontal
faces. Our Bayesian classifier trained on 200 FERET faces in (a) achieves the lowest error rate of
13%, in comparison with (b) the boosted Haar wavelet classifier [18] of 21%. Results for (b) are
based on a proprietary database, however, so a precise comparison cannot be made. Results for
classification only (c), i.e. with faces pre-aligned and cropped, represent an ideal-case baseline
and are included for completeness.

Task Method Features Database Error Rate

Combined detection, (a) Bayesian classifier Scale-invariants FERET (200 training) 13%
localization FERET (100 training) 16%

and classification (b) Adaboost [18] Haar wavelets Proprietary (≈3000 training) 21%

Classification only (c) Various [2,25,10,17,9] Various FERET 4%-10%

Fig. 6. Illustrating visual cues indicative of face gender, in the form of scale-invariant fea-
tures. Features are sorted in increasing order of their log likelihood ratio log( p(fi=1|male)

p(fi=1|female) ).
Of approx. 15,000 features in a viewpoint invariant face model learned from 497 ran-
domly selected FERET images, approx. 3000 features bear information regarding gender (i.e.
|log( p(fi=1|male)

p(fi=1|female) )| > 0.5). Features lying to the left of the graph occur more frequently in
female subjects and those to the right more frequently in male subjects. Face images shown illus-
trate instances of gender-informative features (white circles) with absolute log likelihood ratios
ranging from 1.3 to 2.0. Although the male:female ratio in the training data was 28:22, approxi-
mately twice as many gender-reflective features are associated with males.
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tion) represent an ideal-case baseline and are included for completeness. For the more
difficult combined task, our Bayesian gender classifier achieves an error rate of 13% for
training based on 200 randomly selected FERET subjects. The misclassification rates
are 9.7% and 15% for males and females, respectively. Note that training on only 100
subjects results a marginally higher error rate of 16%, suggesting that the majority of
the information regarding face gender is captured from on the order of several hundred
subjects. Note that significantly fewer training images are required to obtain similar
error rates to modeling viewpoint.

5 Discussion

In this paper, we present the first approach addressing learning and classification of vi-
sual traits of object classes from arbitrary viewpoints. As a realistic scenario requires
first detecting and localizing object class instances prior to trait classification, we em-
bed all three tasks within a single viewpoint-invariant model of general object class ap-
pearance that can be used for combined detection, localization and classification from
arbitrary viewpoints. Our approach involves first learning a model of object class ap-
pearance, then training a Bayesian classifier for visual traits from model features. Clas-
sifier training involves estimating the likelihood ratio of positive feature occurrence
given trait presence vs. absence, where features associated with significantly non-zero
likelihood ratios indicate visual cues reflective of the trait of interest. We provide the
first experimental results on a standard, publicly available database (FERET) for the
combined tasks of detection, localization and gender classification of faces. We obtain
an error rate of 15% for the combined task over a 180 degree range of face viewpoint,
and an error rate of 13% for frontal faces.

Various future avenues exist for learning visual traits from general appearance mod-
els based on local scale-invariant features. Computational complexity of detection, lo-
calization and classification is low and the combined system should be implementable in
real or near-real time. Visual traits of faces can be used as a soft biometric in interactive
image-based applications, surveillance or recognition, and the framework could possi-
bly extend to classifying traits such as age or emotion. We experimented with learning
the trait of age, by dividing faces into less than/greater than 25 years of age, splitting
the data set approximately evenly. A somewhat high classification error rate of 23% was
obtained framework trained from the framework trained on 200 frontal faces, indicating
that age classification is a more difficult problem than gender, particularly when faces
are split at the 25-year old mark. Useful traits can potentially be learned from of dif-
ferent object classes, for example the make or model of cars and motorbikes. Whether
different traits such as age and gender are best modeled independently or jointly is
an open research question, the Bayesian classifier we present could be used for either
although joint modeling becomes computationally complex for large numbers of dif-
ferent traits. Continuous-valued traits such as age could potentially be modeled using
continuous-valued likelihoods. A variety of different scale-invariant feature types other
than SIFT could be incorporated to potentially improve classification performance by
highlighting different image characteristics.
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